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W

riters live a
solitary life.

Usually, it’s just us and the
keyboard.
So where can we meet
other writers (even the
famous ones), learn about
the craft, get a little
motivation, and maybe
find an agent?
#Twitter.
Whether you are hesitant
to join, or you are on the
social media platform but
haven’t known how to
maximize its benefit, rest
assured the learning curve
is not as steep as you’d
think.

What is Twitter?
Twitter is a social media
platform connecting over
320 million users by the
way of short and frequent
posts called tweets.
With only space for 140
characters (not words)
each tweet, the speed and

immediacy of the site can
leave many overwhelmed.
Tidbits of thought and
information are pushed
down the timeline
conveyor belt to make
room for new tweets.
Although that might seem
intimidating, it allows
newbies to experiment
and make mistakes since
the medium is designed
for people to quickly scan
their timeline instead of
stopping to put thought
into each one. And unlike
getting a book published,
if you are worried you’ll
write something you’ll
want to take back, you
can easily delete it. You
can also change your user
name.
Ah, the relief of no-risk
publishing!

How Do You Start?
To sign up, go to
Twitter.com on your laptop
or desktop computer. (To

make it simple, all sites
and Twitter accounts are
linked in blue in this
article.) The registration
will ask you to choose a
username. Remember,
this can be changed. You
can even open multiple
accounts if you’d like to
keep your personal life
and work separate. If you
pick @focussedwriter,
people can still look you
up by your proper name,
since it is registered with
your account.

What is “following”,
and which accounts
should you start
following?
Once you’ve registered
and set up an account, it’s
now time to follow others.
Many assume Twitter is
about what you tweet
and how many followers
you have. Unless you’re
trying to win a popularity
contest, the biggest
benefits are from who

Peeking into the daily thoughts of your literary heroes is
thrilling, but following fellow writers and book/publishing
accounts is where the real meat is.
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you follow and what they
tweet.
Twitter, unlike Facebook,
is a constant stream
of following and
unfollowing. This allows
users to broaden or
narrow what they see on
their timeline. Just by
clicking the magnifying
glass icon and typing a
keyword or name in the
search field, you’ll be privy
to the tweetful thoughts
of active authors Stephen
King, J.K. Rowling, or
Neil Gaiman. Many even
answer fans who Tweet
them questions.
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Peeking into the daily
thoughts of your literary
heroes is thrilling, but
following fellow writers
and book/publishing
accounts is where the real
meat is.
In the search field, type
a keyword like writer
or sci-fi, bookstore or
publishing. You will see a
list of accounts to follow.
If you’ve ever heard
someone refer to “falling
down the Twitter hole,”
you will soon understand.
One account leads you
to look at another and
another until time has
flown and you
have racked up
a long list of
accounts to follow.
You’ll discover
new writers,
publishing venues,
conferences,
podcasts, and
how bottomless
Twitter really
is. Some book
and publishing
accounts bursting
with resources are
Publishers Weekly,
Novelist’s Corner,
The Millions,

Book Riot, and writeHackr
Magazine.
Want to participate in
live Q & A’s with famous
authors? Follow Twitter
Books. Feeling rejected?
So are the 17,300 others
who follow LitRejections
for some literary peptalking. Find yourself
needing even more of a
push? Wordsmith Studio
does word sprints every
Friday. Elizabeth Saunders,
a writer, genealogist, and
owner of Tannery Books
in North Carolina, likes
“the idea of having a
writing day with other
peeps.” Like other writers,
she appreciates being
given a task and time
limit. Word sprints are
done in forty-five minute
increments, then writers
check back in to discuss
progress or short falls. “[It]
is motivating – like having
a workout buddy to meet
you at the gym. Last week
I wrote a blog post for
#wssprint Friday, which
was the first writing I’d
done all month. That
broke the inertia. This
week I spent most of the
day working on my book.”
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What are hashtags
and how are they
used?
Other ways to connect
to writers who share
the same interests is to
use a hashtag like the
#wwsprint one above.
Similar to a Google
search, a hashtag is like a
keyword search that lists
the results of where the
hashtag is used. Click that
search field again and
type any of the following
hashtags. You will see a list
of writers who have used
the same hashtag recently.
There are upwards of a
hundred writing-related
hashtags to search or use
in your own posts.
#amwriting will connect
you with others who are
slogging through drafts.
#PubTip is where industry
pros dole out advice. You
can also enter hashtags of
your genre to find your
writing tribe: #Mystery,
#NonFiction, #poetry, #YA.
Combine them—#SciFi
#MG (science fiction,
middle grade)—to hone in
on users who share your
passions.
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Look into Twitter
writing contests.
Now that you’ve learned
some craft tips from other
writers, gotten a kick in
the keyboard from an
inspirational account,
and discovered resources
and publishing outlets,
perhaps you’re ready to
get that deal. Shortcut
your way to finding agents
and editors by doing a
Twitter contest, a call for
queries, or checking out
what kind of projects each
literary agent is actively
seeking.
For the last few years,
Twitter contests have
emerged as a valid way of
attracting the attention of
publishing professionals.
#PitMad, #PitchSlam, and
#QueryKombat are a few
of the contests any writer
can participate in. Run
by writers who volunteer
their time, these contests
are in the sweet spot
between being under the
radar and exploding onto
the lit scene. Polish your
manuscript, and hone that
elevator pitch down to 140
characters.

Each contest hashtag
directs you to a website
with rules, the names
of participating agents
and editors, and the date
of the contest. Contests
are usually a minimum
of 24 hours. The day
of the contest, tweet
your pitch with the
corresponding contest
hashtag. Participating
agents will favorite your
pitches if they’d like to
see your work. Don’t get a
favorite? You’ll still come
out with new contacts
and an intense lesson in
conciseness.
If you do receive a like,
research the person and
firm to make sure they
are legitimate and a good
fit for you. Nathan Croft
is one of many success
stories from #PitMad.
During #PitMad, Croft
tweeted, “Alchemical
A.I. & a flying kitten, vie
for = rights in Atlantis’
Chinatown. Also their
afterlife needs saving.
Contemp #NA #fantasy
#pitmad.” His tweet was
favorited by Alisa Gus, the
managing director of an
independent publishing
house. “(Alisa Gus) le head
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cheese at Curiosity Quills
Press hit the star and
hijacked (Homunculus
the Cat). She read it in less
time than it took me to
decide yes, yes I did want
them to publish my book.
And it just came out this
last August! (2015)”

and Teen division, as well
as Lisa Abellera, agent at
Kimberly Cameron and
Associates, tweeted their
recent requests below.

their posts to show up
a few times every hour.
While they are writing
their next tome, you are
bombarded with pitches

The Don’ts of Twitter

to buy their books. Don’t
be that writer. A few welltimed tweets connecting
people to your work is
fine. Between 8 a.m. and
9 a.m. in the time zone
you want to reach is the
ideal time to reach a lot of
Twitter users.

Find an agent.
Another rising-star
hashtag of the writing
community is #MSWL
(Manuscript Wish List).
Its popularity led to a
website of its own at
ManuscriptWishList.com.
#MSWL is specifically
for literary agents and
editors, not writers,
to give call-outs for
manuscripts they’d love
to see on their desks. By
scouring agency websites,
someone might learn a
certain agent represents
fiction. However, on
Twitter, the agent can
use the #MSWL to post
she would love to see
plus-sized female leads, a
rainforest setting, pirates,
or a novel featuring
paleography (all these are
actual requests). Elizabeth
Lynch, assistant editor at
Harper Collins Children
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After a few days of
dipping into the Twitter
well, the pace and lingo
of the site will become
familiar. However, be
aware that there are some
don’ts of being a writer on
Twitter.
There are a slew of
authors who over-promote
their books. Although
it has been definitively
proven that pushing
books on Twitter does
not increase sales, some
authors use applications
like Crowdfire to automate

If you want to go
hardcore, you can stay up
until 2am—the time that
receives the most Twitter
traffic. However, do not
expect to gain readers.
A better way to give
people a taste of your
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Whether you want to land a deal or just connect
with other writers, Twitter is doing that better
than any other social media platform.
work is to utilize the
largely popular hashtags
#MondayBlogs, #2lineTues,
and #1lineWed. On these
days, a writer can link to
his blog or paste a line
or two from a published
piece or work in progress.
The other don’t is pitching
to agents. Just as you
wouldn’t chase down a
doctor at a cocktail party
to show him a rash, agents
enjoy being “off duty.”
Not only do agents not
appreciate being pitched
to on Twitter, some have
even blocked writers so
they can’t communicate
with them anymore.
Be patient and you’ll
come across a contest
where agents are eager
to hear from you. As
Sharon Pelletier of Dystel
and Goderich Literary
Management says, “I’ve
signed several talented
clients through Twitter
pitch events, including
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Rena Olsen, whose debut
thrilled The Girl Before
comes out August 9 (2016).
I’ve found that when a
writer can put together
a strong 140-character
pitch that jumps out and
hooks my interest, there’s
a good chance that his/
her book has well-defined
stakes and fully realized
characters—and that
the writer understands
the market. It’s also a
sign that the writer has
some social media skills
under his/her belt and
is actively engaged in a
writing community. And
while I usually focus on
categories I represent
when I participate in
Twitter events, sometimes
a pitch catches my eye in
another category, and it’s
fun to broaden my list
that way.”

than any other social
media platform. From
revolutions to social
movements, Twitter is
altering politics, our
access to the immediacy
of news events, and the
way businesses run. Along
with the emergence of
digital books, Twitter
is shaping up to be a
medium that is turning
publishing on its head.
It is breaking down the
partitions that kept us
isolated. A New York
agent, a children’s book
writer on a small island in
the Pacific, and bookstore
owner in Seattle can all
connect.
The best part is: we can
all do it while still in our
pajamas.

// Karen Alea

A University English
teacher and writer,
Karen Alea blogs at
www.karenalea.com and
uses social media outlets
as her water cooler.

Whether you want to
land a deal or just connect
with other writers, Twitter
is doing that better
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